
 

 

Drawing & Painting Camp Art Supplies-     Denise Dittmar,  Summer 2020 
You may substitute this suggested list with anything you have at home.  I am working from 
Plaza Art online as well as Michaels.  Another suggested source is Dick Blick- Utrecht. 
 
1. Sketchbook-  good for drawing and painting 
 
Canson XL Mixed Media-    60 pages, 98 lb paper 
 7 x 10” 9.36      (Plaza)   
or 9 x 12” 13.64   (Plaza) 
 
Alternative—Use your current sketchbook and order watercolor paper 
Canson XL Watercolor Paper  9 x 12”    30 sheets 140 lb paper (Plaza) 
 
2. Canvas-  
 Artist Loft 7-pack   9 x 12”  10.99 (Michaels)   We only need two or three canvases but  
  price is good.   
 
Alternative-  Any size canvases or canvas on board you have is good.  Paint over an old 
painting with gesso or white paint.  Board or cardboard painted white or gessoed is also good.  
Watercolor paper is also an excellent painting surface.   
 
3.  Opaque Paint-  Younger students should use tempera paint—-  older students should try 
acrylic 
 You may use any tempera or acrylic paint you have at home instead 
 
Aurora Washable Tempera, 8 oz bottles (Plaza) 
 Red  $2.37 
 Yellow “ 
 Blue    “ 
 White  “ 
or 
 
Plaza Studio Acrylics 8 tube set, 75ml each  19.99  (Plaza) 
 
4.  Watercolor kits-  of course use whatever you have at home but keep them clean and 
make sure you can use the lid or have a plastic mixing tray.  Prang is highly recommended 
otherwise. 
 
Prang Watercolor Set           8 colors     6.58 (Plaza) 
   or      16  colors   12.79  (Plaza) 
 
5.  Brushes-  use whatever you have at home but here are some value packs. 
 
Super Value Brush Pack by Artists Loft (about 15?) 5.99  (Michaels) 
or 
Bag O Brushes 14.39 (Plaza) 
 



 

 

6. Palette-  you may use a paper plate and throw it away after use.  You may also use a 
plastic plate for tempera and thick paper or cardboard for acrylic)  The palettes below are helpful 
for painting on a regular basis. 
 
10” well plastic palette   1.19 (Plaza)  Recommended for TEMPERA paint 
 
Strathmore 300 Series Palette Paper 9 x 12”  7.16 (Plaza)      Recommended for ACRYLIC 
paint 
 
7.  Drawing Materials-  use what you have at home and/or supplement with this list (all 
from Plaza) 
 
Ebony pencil-  made by Prismacolor.  Get an extra in case   .70  
or 
General Woodless 6B and HB pencils    1.86 each 
 
Pink Pearl Eraser  .86 
 
Conte Crayon 2 pack Black 2B        3.59 
 
Blending stumps 3/16” 2 pack  1.59 
 
Sharpener Kum Mag. Wedge  1.96 
 
8.  Other color drawing tools-  these are totally optional.  Some students like to do color 
exploration with drawing tools when they free-draw.  Color Pencils, Markers, Oil Pastel, Chalk 
Pastel, other. 
 
 
Thank you! 
 
Yours, 
 
Denise Dittmar 
214-924-8755 
denise.dittmar@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 


